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Below the soles of your feet is the Gateway Portal that 
anchors you into the crystalline grid, of The Mother, 
Mother Earth,  Gaia herself. She is here anchoring You, 
and embracing You into her frequency.


This Portal of Light, the Star of Gaia is connected into 
the crystalline grid which anchors you into the Fifth 
Dimensional Frequency that is here, and available to 
you now. 


Visualizing a pink translucent glow that is emanating 
through the bottom of your foot soles anchoring into the 
crystalline grid of Gaia, an orb of light, that is 
connecting into your vibrational frequency, your auric 
field so to speak. 


Beginning to feel the magnetic pull of this pink orb of light 
that is connecting you into the crystalline grid and 
anchoring the soles of your feet. 


Feeling the soles of your feet being pulled now deeper 
into the etheric core of Gaia. 


The Star Portal of Gaia is pulling you into the 
frequency of ethereal light, the fifth dimensional 
frequency. 




Visualizing this pink orb of light emanating from the 
bottom of your soles and anchoring you into Her core, the 
crystalline grid of Mother Gaia.


Taking a moment to steady your focus to bring the 
imaginative eye to this pink orb of light, beginning to feel 
its luminescence as you are anchored whilst feeling the 
ethereal light of your beingness. 


For, this is the shift that we wish for you to be able to 
house within your newly found physical forms. In order for 
you to be able to reactivate the dormant DNA, it is for you 
to begin to visualize your physical form in its 
crystalline, ethereal state. 


Visualizing this pink orb that is connecting you into the 
grid that is housed within the core of Gaia. Visualizing this 
pink orb of light that is anchoring yourself here. 


You feel it as a magnetic pull into the core, into the center 
of Her hearth.


Feel the tingling upon your soles, feel your soles begin to 
rise with heat. Feeling the magnetic ebb and flow of the 
vibrational pull, the gravitational pull of your physical form 
that is connected to your ethereal form. 


Visualizing this orb now being guided by Archangel 
Christiel. She is here and wanting to be of assistance to 



you. Visualizing this orb of light, this pink, crystalline orb 
of  light, visualizing its purity, visualizing its luminous 
quality as you feel the pulsation of it anchoring your 
physical form here in this new frequency that is available 
to you. 


Your planet has risen now into its fifth dimensional 
capacity of light. As you begin to anchor into this new 
frequency, it necessitates your awareness of these new 
energetic portals of light, the concentric circles of light, 
the orbs of light. 


For this Beloved Ones, is the anchoring orb that will that 
will connect your physical form and  ethereal light body 
into the crystalline grid of Gaia. Visualizing this pink 
orb of light. Visualizing it in your mind's eye and bringing 
form to it underneath the soles of your feet as you allow 
yourself to move into its frequency.


Beginning to feel your physical form lighten, beginning to 
feel the anchoring, its rootedness and its security whilst 
allowing your humanness to feel free. 


Visualizing this pink halo, this orb of pink light that 
anchors you into the fifth dimensional frequency, 
here. Visualizing it now. Feeling the comfort in it, feeling 
your connection, feeling the gravitational pull as you feel 
it's connection towards the light. The crystalline light that 
is embedded in the Heart of Gaia. 




Breathe in this light Beloved Ones as you feel and sense 
the luminous glow of this pink orb of light encapsulating 
your ethereal light form, soaking it in through your heart 
center. Through your heart center, you will feel the 
anchoring of this portal of light being reactivated, into its 
fullest form. 


You see, you are here now vibrating at this new frequency, 
the hybrid light, the hybrid human. You see and you feel 
the eternalness of that of what it is that you are. You feel 
these new strands of light beginning to activate from your 
heart center. 


Beloved Ones, this orb of light, the Star of Gaia is 
connected into the portal of your Heart. 


Feeling this Love, feeling this Joy, feeling this Freedom, as 
you anchor into Her breath, as you breathe it in through 
your Heart Center, enveloping your whole physical form in 
this pink Halo of Light. 


This is the first Concentric Circle Beloved’s, breathe into 
it, see it, feel it.


